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The R “Environment”
R is an integrated suite of software facilities for data 
manipulation, calculation and graphical display. It 
includes

an effective data handling and storage facility,
a suite of operators for calculations on arrays, in particular 
matrices,
a large, coherent, integrated collection of intermediate tools 
for data analysis,
graphical facilities for data analysis and display either on-
screen or on hardcopy, and
a well-developed, simple and effective programming 
language which includes conditionals, loops, user-defined 
recursive functions and input and output facilities.

http://www.r-project.org



CRAN
R is open source = FREE!

You may contribute your code/package if you’d like

The Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN)
CRAN is a network of ftp and web servers around the world 
that store identical, up-to-date, versions of code and 
documentation for R. 

Use the CRAN mirror nearest to you to minimize network load.

http://cran.cnr.Berkeley.edu

http://cran.us.r-project.org







Uck oh... 
what do I do now?
!
No drop down menu!

Open         from your applications



Free R Interface
http://www.rstudio.com



R Script File vs. Console
New “R Script”

Can write, save, and edit 
your code

To run code:

“⌘+Return” for Macs

“Ctrl+Return” for 
Windows

Command Console

Can write and run code

May lose objects if you 
forget to save



Don’t forget…
* R functions are case sensitive!
* Save your R Script files.
* Be patient. You’ll get it.



What are “packages”
Packages are collections of R functions, data, and compiled code 
in a well-defined format. The directory where packages are stored 
is called the library. 
R comes with a standard set of packages. Others are available for 
download and installation. 
Once installed, they have to be loaded into the session to be used.

.libPaths() # get library location  

library()   # see all packages installed  

search()    # see packages currently loaded 

# The hashtag/pound sign lets R know that you are 
commenting. More “Back to the Basics” topics will be 
covered in the “Intro to R Workshop 2”



R Studio 
automatically loads 
the “packages” tab - 

no code needed



>install.packages(“packagename”)
How to install packages 

>install.packages(“package.name”) 

example: >install.packages(“foreign”) #this package 
allows the user to import data files from SPSS, Stata, 
SAS, csv type files, etc. 

**R is not a good data management software. Prepare the data 
prior to reading it into R

In R Studio, you can also do this by using the Package Installer in the 
menu (Packages & Data > Package Installer)

How to load packages 
>library(“package.name”) 

example: >library(“foreign”) #without running this code, 
R will not recognize commands you may want to use from 
that specific package



# Other packages we will need for this workshop
> install.packages("plotrix")  

   # you must include “” 

> install.packages(“gmodels”) 

> install.packages("Hmisc") 

# Load packages to your library 
> library(plotrix)  

   # this code works with or without “” 

> library(gmodels) 

> library(Hmisc)

Other packages we’ll need



Now that we know the 
basics… 

Let’s do some simple data analysis!



Working Directory (WD)
In most cases, it is useful to set a project-specific 
working directory—especially to read in data 

You can set the WD with this command
> setwd(“/Users/yvonneykwan/Documents/CSASS/R”)



Working with data
Option 1 - Import or read in the data file using the 
foreign package

Option 2 - Manually create a data frame using object-
oriented programming



Option 1: Import data file
What’s the code to do this? 

> library(“foreign”) 

> setwd(“/Users/yvonneykwan/Documents/CSASS/R”) ##set 
your working directory to read in the GSS Stata data file 

> gss.dat <- read.dta(“gss2012ed.dta, convert.factors=T)  

#I’m naming the data gss.dat with the “<-“ function. 
More on object manipulation in “Intro to R Workshop 2” 

#gss2012ed.dta is the name of the Stata data file. You 
can also read in SPSS and .csv files using other code 
from the foreign package. 

#convert.factors=T converts the ordinal data from 
"string" to “factors" 

#factors are categorical variables in R 

Need some help? 
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/foreign/foreign.pdf 



General Social Survey 2012
The GSS is the largest project funded by the Sociology 
Program of the National Science Foundation. Except for 
the U.S. Census, the GSS is the most frequently 
analyzed source of information in the social 
sciences. The GSS contains a standard ‘core’ of 
demographic and attitudinal questions, plus topics of 
special interest. 

Sample size = 1969 

There are 801 variables that range from age, 
sex (aka gender), education, income, number 
of hours spend on email, political views, 
etc., etc.

Download the data set from  
http://csass.ucsc.edu/images/intro-to-r/gss2012ed.dta



Error, Error, Error
Converting the GSS Stata file to R may 
result in some errors that are related 
to the original coding of the data 

If you were working with your own 
dataset, you should manage the data to 
make sure there are no errors before 
you proceed. 

Since this workshop is just for 
demonstration purposes, we can move 
on.



Option 2: Manual Entry

What’s the code to do this? 

We have a variable that measure the number of units 
students take. Let’s name a variable called “units”. 
This a variable has 8 responses. 

> units <- c(10, 5, 15, 0, 5, 10, 10, 5)  
# you may also use the following code: > units 
= c(10, 5, 15, 0, 5, 10, 10, 5) 
# c() means concatenate the following data 
into a vector 
# Questions about vectors and data frames? See 
Intro to R Workshop 2



Simple Descriptives
# Mean for age and units 

> mean(gss.dat$age, na.rm=T)  

#$ instructs R to read the variable “age” from 
the gss.dat data 

#na.rm=T instructs R to exclude missing values 
from the analysis. If not, calculating the mean 
with missing values yields missing values - NA 

> mean(units) 

# Variance and Standard Deviation for age and units 

> var(gss.dat$age, na.rm=T) 

> var(units) 

> sd(gss.dat$age, na.rm=T) 

> sd(units)



Simple Descriptives!
# Standard error of the mean 

> install.packages(“plotrix”)# Install package 
if you need. You are likely to need it. 

> library(plotrix)# Add package to your library 

> std.error(gss.dat$age, na.rm=T) 

[1] 0.3985971 

# Summary of quartile descriptive statistics 

> summary(gss.dat$age, na.rm=T) 

   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.    NA’s 

   18.00   33.00   47.00   48.19   61.00   89.00       5 



Simple Plots
# Histogram 

> pdf("hist.age.pdf") # Save a pdf of the histogram into 
your working directory 

hist <- hist(gss.dat$age, main = "Histogram of Age", xlab 
= "Age", col="green", labels = TRUE, ylim=c(0, 200)) 

dev.off() this the code is required to close the pdf file



Simple Plots
# Scatterplot 

> plot(gss.dat$age, gss.dat$emailhr, main = 
"Scatterplot of Age and Email Hours", xlab = "Age", 
ylab = "Email Hours", ylim=c(0, 100)) 

> abline(lm(gss.dat$emailhr~gss.dat$age), col="red", 
lwd=3) # regression line (y~x) 



Simple Plots
# Density plot 

> pdf("density.age.pdf") 

> plot(density(gss.dat$age, na.rm=T), main = 
"Density Plot for Age", xlab="Age") 

> polygon(density(gss.dat$age, na.rm=T), 
col="pink", border="red", lwd=3) 

> dev.off()



Table Statistics
# Recall that we installed and loaded the 
package “gmodels.”



Frequency Tables
# Frequency tables for sex (aka gender) and education 

> table(gss.dat$sex) 

 male  female  
    886    1088  

> table(gss.dat$educ)

# Simple cross-tab for sex (gender) and sexual 
orientation variables. More sophisticated graphics are 
available, but require more complicated code. 

> table(gss.dat$sex, gss.dat$sexornt)



Frequency Tables
# Three way frequency table/CrossTab for sex, happy, and 
sexual orientation 

mytable <- table(gss.dat$sex, gss.dat$happy, gss.dat
$sexornt) #table() = generate multidimensional table 

ftable(mytable) # print table



# Three way frequency table/CrossTab for sex, happy, and 
sexual orientation using formula style...this is a bit more 
efficient that the code above 

# xtabs(~variable1+variable2+variable3, data=mydataframe) 

> mytable2 <- xtabs(~sex+happy+sexornt, data=gss.dat) 

> ftable(mytable2) # print table

Frequency Tables



Cross Tabs & Chi-Square
# Compute a crosstab and chi-square for sex (gender) 
and sexual orientation.  

# Note: because of the large sample size, the chi-
square will tend to be significant 

# This is just for practice. 

> CrossTable(gss.dat$sex, gss.dat$sexornt, chisq=T)



> CrossTable(gss.dat$sex, gss.dat$sexornt, chisq=T)



Correlations
> educ <- gss.dat$educ 

> age <- gss.dat$age 

> sibs <- gss.dat$sibs 

> newcorr.dta <- cbind(educ, age, sibs) # 
# Make a data frame with the relevant 
data. Store it as a .dta. A data frame is 
used for storing data tables; it can 
include different data types. The “rcorr” 
function requires data to be in the form 
of a data frame.  

# rcorr(mydataframe, type = “pearson”) 
requires “Hmisc” package 

> rcorr(newcorr.dta, type="pearson") #may 
also select type = spearman



Recode factors as numeric
# is.numeric() = checks if a variable is numeric 

# as.numeric() = Recode factors as numeric in order 
to run numerical statistics analysis on ordinal/
categorical variables. Yes, it’s unorthodox to do 
this in traditional statistical analysis, but we do 
it all the time in the social sciences.  

#As factors, we can only run categorical statistical 
analyses such as frequencies and bar graphs. As 
factors, we cannot run numerical statistics analysis 
because R does not consider the data as numeric and 
will not compute analysis such as t-tests, 
correlations, or regressions



> polviews.new <- as.numeric(gss.dat$polviews)  

#think of self from as liberal or conservative: 
1=extremely liberal…7=extremely conservative 

> income.new <- as.numeric(gss.dat$income06) 

> fear.new <- as.numeric(gss.dat$fear) 

#afraid to walk in the neighborhood, 1=yes, 2=no 

> happy.new <- as.numeric(gss.dat$happy)  

#general happiness, 1=very happy..3=not too happy

Recode factors as numeric



Independent 2-group t-test
# t.test(y~x) in which y is numeric and x is a 
binary factor 

> t.test (emailhr ~ sex, data = gss.dat)  

  # not assuming equal variances is the default



Independent 2-group t-test
# t.test(y~x) in which y is numeric and x is a 
binary factor 

> t.test(emailhr ~ sex, data = gss.dat, 
var.equal=T)  

# to calculate assuming equal variances, set 
   "var.equal=T"



One Sample t-test
# t.test(y, mu=) 

# Ho: mu=36.8 (which is the median age in USA) 

> t.test(gss.dat$age, mu=36.8)



  !
  

Paired Samples t-test
#t.test(y1,y2,paired=TRUE) # in which y1 & y2 are 
numeric 

#fund16 "how fundamentalist was r at age 16," 1 = 
conservative...3 = liberal 

#fund "how fundamentalist is r currently," 1 = 
conservative...3 = liberal 

> is.numeric(gss.dat$fund16) # checks if fund16 is 
stored as a numeric value 

> is.numeric(gss.dat$fund) # checks if fund is 
stored as a numeric value 

> as.numeric(gss.dat$fund16)# convert variable to 
numeric 

> as.numeric(gss.dat$fund)# convert variable to 
numeric 

> t.test(gss.dat$fund16, gss.dat$fund, paired=T)



  !
  

> t.test(gss.dat$fund16, gss.dat$fund, paired=T)



One-way ANOVA
# not assuming equal variances (To change this, 
set "var.equal=" option to TRUE) 

> oneway.test(income.new~happy, data = 
gss.dat)

# assuming equal variances; set ”var.equal=T" 

> oneway.test(income.new~happy, data = gss.dat, 
var.equal=T) 



ANOVA using aov() function
> incomeaov.mod1 <- aov(income.new~happy, data = gss.dat) 

> summary(incomeaov.mod1)

> summary.lm(incomeaov.mod1) 

# Compute ANOVA and then  
  estimate linear model



Two-Way ANOVA!
# aov(Response ~ Factor1*Factor2, data=mydataframe) 

# Response: income. Factors: Happiness and Gender 

> incomeaov.mod3 <- aov(income.new~happy*sex, data 
= gss.dat) 

> summary(incomeaov.mod3)



Linear Models
# bivariate regression  

# lm(y~x, data=mydataframe) 

Y: political views, X: income 

> lm(polviews.new ~ income.new)



Linear Models
> polviews.mod1 <- lm(polviews.new ~ income.new) 

> summary (polviews.mod1) 

    plot(polviews.mod1) # diagnostic plots 



Linear Models
# multiple regression. Y: political views,  Xs: age and 
income 

> lm(polviews.new ~ income.new + age, data = gss.dat) 

> polviews.mod2 <- lm(polviews.new ~ income.new + age, 
data = gss.dat) 

> summary(polviews.mod2) 

> plot(polviews.mod2) 

  # diagnostic plots



Linear Models
# multiple regression. Y: political views, Xs: education, 
income, and age 

> polviews.mod3 <- lm(polviews.new ~ educ + income.new + 
age, data = gss.dat) 

> summary (polviews.mod3)



Making Predictions from a  
Linear Model

 # Use predict(mod, dataframe, interval = "confidence") 

 # Create a data frame of the independent variable values of 
interest 

 # 43-year-old with high school education who makes $23,000 

 # Y: Political views, Xs: Education, Income, and Age - recall 
polviews.mod3 

> mod3.newdat <- data.frame (educ = 12, income.new = 14, age = 43) 

> predict(polviews.mod3, mod3.newdat, interval=“confidence”)  

#default CI is 95% 

          fit      lwr      upr 

   1 4.992588 4.905714 5.079463 

The person with the attributes listed above has a predicted political 
view of about 5 - slightly conservative



Linear Model Summary: Predictions
> pred <- predict(polivews.mod3) # get fitted vales 
using the predict command which will also calculate 
standard errors or confidence intervals 

> head(pred)# head() allows you to see the first 
couple of observations 

       1        2        3        4        5        6  

  4.945923 5.194201 5.267211 5.274735 5.072691 4.646547 



Linear Model Summary:  
Standard Error

# standard errors 

> pred.se <- predict(polivews.mod3, se.fit=T) 

!

> pred.se 

> head(pred.se$se.fit)



Linear Model Summary:  
Confidence Intervals!

# confidence intervals 

> pred.mean.ci <- predict(polivews.mod4, 
interval = "confidence") 

> head(pred.mean.ci)



GLM
  # Y: Fear. Recall Fear: are you afraid to walk in the 
neighborhood, 1=yes, 2=no 

  # Xs: Education, Income, Age 

> glm(fear.new ~ educ + income.new + age, data = gss.dat) 

!
!

!
!



!
> fearglm.mod <- glm(fear.new ~ educ + income.new + 
age, data = gss.dat) 

> summary(fearglm.mod)

GLM



R - Bayesian Analysis and Plots



xyplot(mean.p1 ~ newdat$agelog, ylim=c(0,1), xlab="Agelog", ylab="Probability",	
       key=list(space=list("top"), rectangles=list(col=c(rgb(1,0,0, alpha=.35), 	   
	 	 rgb(0,1,0, alpha=.35), rgb(0,0,1,alpha=.35), rgb(1,1,0,alpha=.35))), 
text=list(c("Pr(Interact=Never)", "Pr(Interact=Seldom)", 
"Pr(Interact=Occasionally)", "Pr(Interact=Frequently)"))),	
       panel=function(x,y){	
         panel.polygon(x=c(x,rev(x),x[1]), y=c(p1.ci[1,], rev(p1.ci[2,]), 	 	 	        
	 	 	 p1.ci[1,1]),col=rgb(1,0,0,alpha=.35), border=NA)	
         panel.polygon(x=c(x,rev(x),x[1]), y=c(p2.ci[1,], rev(p2.ci[2,]), 	 	 	        
	 	 	 p2.ci[1,1]),col=rgb(0,1,0,alpha=.35), border=NA)	
         panel.polygon(x=c(x,rev(x),x[1]), y=c(p3.ci[1,], rev(p3.ci[2,]), 	 	 	        
	 	 	 p3.ci[1,1]),col=rgb(0,0,1,alpha=.35), border=NA)	
         panel.polygon(x=c(x,rev(x),x[1]), y=c(p4.ci[1,], rev(p4.ci[2,]), 	 	 	        
	 	 	 p4.ci[1,1]),col=rgb(1,1,0,alpha=.35), border=NA)	 	
         panel.lines(x, mean.p1, col="red")	
         panel.lines(x, mean.p2, col="green")	
         panel.lines(x, mean.p3, col="blue")	
         panel.lines(x, mean.p4, col="yellow")	
       })

R code for previous graphic



Thank you! 
Questions? email yykwan@ucsc.edu

Workshop Day 2 
Back to the Basics - Simple Object Manipulations 
Friday, January 31, 2014, 12-1:30p SS2 Rm 121 


